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This invention relates to roo?ng and more par 
ticularly to interlocking shingles of the felt base 
type. 
One object of this invention is to provide a 

5 shingle of novel shape which affords a maximumv 
roof coverage and results in an e?icient water 
proof andweatherproof covering. 
'Another object of this invention is to provide 

such shingle with a simple and eifective locking 
10 device permitting the ready application of the 

shingle with other similar shingles in overlapping 
courses. . I ' . 

Other objects and advantages of my invention 
will appear from the following detailed descrip 

15 tion of my invention. > 
In the drawings: 4 -' , 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a shingle embodying 
this invention; » 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary plan view of a number 
of shingles of Fig.1 arranged in courses on a 
roof or other surface; ‘ ' 

Fig. 3_is a plan view of a modi?ed form of 
shingle embodying this invention; , v 

Fig. 4 shows a plan view of a pair of reversible 
25 shingles constructed in accordance with this in 

vention; ' 
Fig. 5 represents a plan of a strip of roo?ng 

material showing av layout for cutting the shin 
gles of Fig. 4; . 

30 Fig. 6 shows the pair of shingles of Fig. 4 ar 
ranged with the side edges overlapping indicat 
ing the manner of applying the shingles in one 
and the same course; , 

Fig. 'I is a plan viewof a section of roof laid 
35 with the shingles of Fig. 4 and illustrates one 

method of application; . 
Fig. 8 vis a plan view of a section of roof laid 

with the shingles of Fig. 4 and illustrates an al 
ternate method of application; ' 

Fig. 9 is a plan view of several shingles of Fig. 
4 showing a modi?ed method of laying the shin 
gles in the same course; . 

Fig. 10 shows a plan view of a pair of modi?ed 
reversible units similar to those of Fig. 4; and 
Fig. 11 shows the pair of units of Fig. 10 ar 

ranged in interlocking relation and indicates the 
manner of applying the units in the same course. 
‘Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawings, reference 

numeral I indicates a shingle constructed of a 
50 substantially square body portion 2 outlined by 

dotted lines 3 and 3' and side edges 4 and 5. 
Instead of having the body portion square it could 
be made rectangular with the side edges some 
what longer or shorter than the top and bottom 

55 edges of the body portion. 
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(01. 103-1) 
In the embodiment of the invention shown in 

Fig. 1, a substantially triangular projection 6 
extends from the top edge 3 of the body portion 
of the shingle. Side edges ‘I and 8 of this tri 
angular projection form an angular top or rear 5 
edge 9 of the shingle. What might well be con 
sidered a pair of right triangular projections I0 
and III’ are disposed on the bottom edge 3' of 
the body portion; The short sides of the projec- ‘ 
tions. In and ID’ are in line with side edges 4 '10 
and 5 respectively of the shingle, and form the 
lower extremities of these side edges. Sides l2 
and I3 constituting the hypotenuses of projec 
tions In and I0’, form an angular bottom or for 
ward edge l4 of the shingle. Sides or edges I2 15 
and I3 de?ning forward edge l4, it will be noted, 
extend parallel with edges 1 and 8 de?ning rear 
edge 8. All of the sides ‘I, 8, l2 and I3 are of 
equal length, thereby providing a symmetrical 
chevron shaped shingle, the median line of which 20 
passes through the vertexes of the angular for 
ward and rear edges. 
Extending angularly inward from transverse 

' edge 5 at a point near its forward extremity is 
an interlocking slit or slot Hi. This slit begins 25 
on thetransverse edge at a point II in line with 
the remote side I2 of forward edge l4 and ex 
tends inward parallel to the near side 13 of the 
forward edge l4. Slit l6 provides a ?ap H3 at the 
lower corner of the shingle which can readily be 30 
bent-out of the normal plane of the shingle. 
With ‘reference to Fig. 2, it_ will be noted that 

the chevron-shaped shingles of Fig. 1 are adapt 
ed to be laid on a roofor other surface in over 
lapping courses, the shingles of each course over- 35 
lapping and interlocking with adjacent shingles 
in the same course. Each shingle is placed with 
angular forward edge l4 lowermost in such a 
manner that side I2 extends parallel to the hori 
zontal direction of the roof and side l3 dips down- 40 
ward at an angle with respect to the horizontal 
direction of the roof. 
In covering a roof or other surface, the shin 

gles may be laid from right to left with side‘ edge 
5 of shingle A overlapping side edge 4 of ad- 4.5 
jace'nt shingle B in the same course. The “lower 
extremity of side edge 4 of shingle B is inserted 
in slit Iii of unit A in such a manner that it 
partly overlies ?ap l8 thereof. Edge ll of 
shingle A is set parallel to and in the same hori- 50 
zontal line with the corresponding edge or leg 
of shingle B. Side edge 4 of shingle B abuts 
against the inner extremity of silt iii ‘of shingle 
A and point I‘! of the slit falls on edge I! of 
shingle B. These features aid considerably'in l6 
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2 
aligning the shingles in each course. Each shin 
gle in the ~same course, it will be noted, is ‘over-‘ 
lapped by an amount equal to the perpendicular 
distance between transverse edge 5 and the inner 
extremity of slit l6 of an adjacent shingle. 
After laying course A--B, the next overlying 

course, denoted by the shingles C and D,‘ is laid 
in a similar manner with the lower edges I4 of 
shingles C and D overlapping the upper edges 9 
of the shingles in the underlying course. Shingle 
C is offset from shingle A so that the inner ex 
tremity of slit I6 on shingle 0 falls in line with 
an extension of transverse side 5 of shingle A. 
This allows slit‘ I6 of shingle C to fall on the 
body portion of shingle B in the underlying course 
so that an effective waterproof and weatherproof 
roof. covering is formed requiring very little over 
lap between shingles in adjacent courses or in 
the same course. 

It will be noted that the shingles of this in 
vention can readily be laid to produce an emcient 
roof covering. The upper edge and almost one 
entire side edge or marginal portion of each 
shingle are covered by portions of adjacent and 
overlying shingles. The other side edge of each 
shingle is effectively held down by having its 
?ap inserted under the non-homologous side edge 
of an adjacent shingle in the same course. In 
addition, it will be noted that the chevron-shaped 
shingles of this invention produce a roof covering 
having an attractive and pleasing appearance. 

Fig. 3 shows a modi?ed chevron-shaped shingle 
20 similar to the element of Fig. 1 and‘ con 
stituted of a substantially square body portion 2 I, 
but having the chevron design asymmetrically 
arranged and having its interlocking slit extend 
ing in a different direction from that of Fig. 1. 
This shingle has straight parallel transverse edges 
4 and 5 of equal length and disposed opposite to 
one another. However, instead of having the 
four sides of the angular forward and rear edges 
the same size, as shown in Fig. 1, sides 22 and 23 
on one transverse portion of the unit are longer 
tharr'sldes 25 and 26. Extending angularly in 
ward from transverse edge 5 is a slit 27 lying in 
line with the remote side 22 of the forward edge. 
The asymmetrical modi?ed shingles 20 are 

adapted to be laid in a manner similar .to that 
described above in connection with the sym 
metrical chevron-shaped units I to form an 
effective roof covering having a somewhat modi 
?ed appearance. 

Fig. 4 represents a. pair of reversible shingles G 
and H of symmetrical chevron shape, similar to 
the unit of Fig‘. 1. Each unit G and H is de?ned 
by parallel side edges 4 and 5 and parallel angu 
lar rear and forward edges 9 and I4. Sides I2 
and I3 of concave edge I4, and sides ‘I and 8 of 
convex edge 9 are all of the same length. Ex 
tending inward from transverse edge 4 of shingle . 
G is a small cut-out portion or triangular shaped 
notch 30 which aids in aligning the shingles in 
overlapping courses when they are laid on a 
roof or other surface. This notch is preferably 
located at a point near the concave end of the 
shingle, the exact position depending upon the 
amount of overlap desired between adjacent 
courses. Notch 30 is de?ned by edge 32 extending 
inward parallel to side I2, and edge 33 disposed at 
an angle to'and converging with edge 32. Trans 
verse edge 5 is provided at a'corresponding point 
with a similar inward-extending notch 35 de 
?ned by edge 31 parallel to side I3 and edge 38 
converging with edge 31. 

Shingle H is provided on transverse edge 4 with 
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a short triangular projection 40 complemental in V 
size and shape to aligning notch 30 of shingle G. 
Projection 40 is de?ned by an edge 42 extending 
outward from the transverse edge 4 parallel to 
side ‘I and edge 43 disposed at an angle to and 
converging with the outer extremity of edge 42. 
The distance between edge 42 and side ‘I of shingle 
H is the same as the distance between edges 32 
or 31 and sides I2 or I3 of shingle G. Transverse 
edge 5 of shingle H is provided with a similar 
projecting portion 45 de?ned by edge 41 parallel 
to side 8 and edge 48 converging with edge 41. 
Extending inward from transverse edge 4 of 

shingle H, near the concave end thereof, is an 
incision or slit 50. This slit begins at a point 
on edge 4 in line with the remote side, he, side 
I3, of concave edge I4 and extends substantially 
parallel to the near side, i. e., side I2 of con 
cave edge I4. Slit 50 forms a ?ap 52 which can 
readily be bent out of the normal plane of the 
shingle. Similarly, the other transverse side of 
the unit is provided with a slit 54 starting at a 
point on edge 5 in line with the remote side I2 
and extending parallel to the near side I3. Slit 
54 provides an interlocking ?ap 55 similar to 
flap 52 at the opposite side of the shingle. 

Fig. 5 illustrates a layout for cutting the shingle 
pairs of Fig. 4 from a sheet of ?exible roo?ng 
base 59 having side edges 60 and 6|. The sheet 
is of a width su?icient to produce three elements 
in cutting position. Base 59 may be of felt 
saturated with bituminous material, such as as 
phalt, coated on both sides with asphalt or other 
waterproof. bituminous material, surfaced on one 
side with granular material, such as crushed slate, 
and having the usual material applied to the other 
side to prevent sticking while packaged. It will 
be understood that the roo?ng fabric or base from 
which the elements are cut may be of any desired 
width to produce any desired number of elements. ' 

Alternate parallel cuts 62 extending lengthwise 
of the sheet de?ne transverse edge 4 and alter 
nate cuts 53 de?ne transverse edge 5 of each unit. 
Cuts 62 and 63 are interrupted by angular in 
cisions 64 alternately positioned on opposite sides 
of the cuts. These angular incisions de?ne the 
notches and projections of the individual units. 
Parallel transverse cuts 55 are provided extending 
in a zigzag direction across the width of the 
fabric to de?ne the angular shaped forward and 
rear edges of the individual units. Suitable cuts 
61 are also made extending from the longitudinal 
cuts 62 and 63 and parallel to the adjacent por 
tions of the transverse cuts 65 to form the short 
slits extending inward from the transverse edges 
of shingles H. As shown in the layout, the 
shingles are out without substantial waste, the 
only waste involved being the narrow strips of 
material between marginal cuts 62 and 53 and the 
side edges BI and 60 respectively of the sheet. 
With reference to Fig. 6 it will be noted that 

each shingle pair is laid with shingle G reversed 
so that shingle H has the convex edge 9 upper 
most and unit G has the concave edge I4 upper 
most. The entire marginal portion adjacent edge 
4 of shingle G with the exception of the lower 
extremity is overlapped by the adjacent margin 
al portion of shingle H. The extremity of the 
marginal portion of shingle G is inserted through 
slit 50- in shingle H and overlaps the flap 52 at 
the extremity of shingle H. Sides ‘I and I2 
of shingle H fall in the same straight lines as 
sides I2 and 1 respectively of shingle G. 
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In laying a roof, the shingle pairs are inter- ' 
locked in rows, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8‘, to form 75 
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courses in which units G and H alternate. The 
units are placed with the transverse edges .par 
allel to each other and perpendicular to the 
horizontal direction of the roof. The shingles 
are placed with transverse edges 4 and 5 of 

' units H overlapping transverse edges 4 and 5 
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respectively of two‘ adjacent units G and with 
the ?aps 52 and 55 of units H overlapped by the 
lower extremities of the transverse edges 4 and. 
5 of the two adjacent units G. Adjacent shingles _ 
in the same course are laid so that the angularv 
longitudinal edges will form a continuous zigzag 
line, i. e., so that adjacent sides of the angular 
edges of adjacent shingles fall in the same 
straight line. , . 

The shingle pairs may be laid in overlapping 
courses and in staggered relation so that the ver 
tices of the convex and- concave angular edges 
on the exposed portions of shingles G and H re 
spectively fall on the vertical center lines of the 
overlaps between adjacent shingles in the next 
underlying course. The units can readily be laid 
with the proper amount of overlap between ad 
jacent courses by placing the vertex of each shin 
gle H of one course in horizontal alignment with 
either one of the projecting portions 40 or 45 
of each shingle H in the next underlying course. 
Fig. 7 shows a roof produced by aligning the ver 
tex of an overlapping shingle with projection 40 
of shingle vH in the underlying course. Fig. 8 
shows a roof construction in which projection 45 
is used for aligning the shingles of an overlap 
ping course with respect to those in the under 
lying course. . v 

A modi?ed method of laying the shingle pairs 
G and H in the same course is illustrated in 
Fig. 9. In accordance with this modi?cation, 
transverse edge 4 of shingle H overlaps edge 4 
of one adjacent unit G while opposite trans 
verse edge 5 is overlapped by edge 5 of the other 
adjacent unit G. Instead of laying the units in 
this manner, it should be understood that the 
units may be lapped in the opposite direction, 
i. e, with transverse edge 4 of shingle H over 
lapped by edge 4 of one adjacent shingle G and 
opposite edge 5 overlapping edge 5 of the other 
adjacent shingle G. Similarly, both transverse 
edgeso'f' shingle H may be overlapped by edges 
of adjacent shingle G and both ?aps ‘52 and 55 
of shingle H exposed to the weather. 
The construction of the pair of elements de 

picted in Fig. 4 may be varied somewhat to pro 
vide a pair of interlocking units J and K shown 
in Fig. 10, each unit having a slit in both trans 
verse edges thereoi'. Each slit ‘I5 in shingle J is 
made along a line extending parallel to the near 
side. of the convex edge 9 .as shown in Fig. 10. 
Each slit ‘ll in shingle K. starts at a point on a 
transverse edge in line with the extension of the 
remote side of the concave edge i4 and extends 
parallel to the near side of the concave edge. 
The shingle pairs are adapted to be laid with 
shingles J reversed as shown in Fig. 11 and with 
a slit 15 of shingle J interlocking with a slit 11 
in shingle K. These‘ pairs of units can be laid 
similarly to units G and H to produce all the 
roof constructions pointed out above. _ 
The shingles of this invention may be cut 

from sheet roo?ng without substantial waste and 
can be laid in overlapping courses to cover a 
maximum amount of surface employing a mini 
mum number of elements or minimum quantity 
of material. For example, ‘the shingle of Fig. 1 
or 3 can be made 14 inches wide and 16 inches 
long, having an area of 224 square inches. Such 

3 
units can be laid as shown in Fig. 2 with a two 
inch overlap between adjacent units in the same 
course and a four inch average overlap between 
adjacent courses thereby exposing ‘144 square 
inches of each unit to the weather. Only one 
hundred such shingles are required to cover one 

' hundred square feet of roof. This results in a 
considerable saving in material over other shin 
gles of similar. size now on the market which 
when laid with su?iclent overlap to produce an 
efficient covering have only about one-half of 
their surface exposed to the weather. 
The chzvron shaped units can be applied on a 

roof or other surface even by unskilled workmen to 
produce an efficient, waterproof and weather 
proof roof covering. Portions of the exposed sides 
of each shingle are inserted under and held down 
by portions of adjacent shingles in the same 
course thereby preventing the ends of the shingles 
from being blown up by the wind and rain from 
getting thereunder. The shingles are pleasing in 
appearance and may be applied to a roof surface 
to‘ produce a variety of attractive and artistic de 
signs as hereinabove described. ' , 

Since certain changes in the construction set 
forth may be made without departing from‘ the 
scope of this invention, it is intended that all 
matter contained in the above description or 
shown in the accompanying drawings shall be in 
terpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting 
sense. a 

I claim: _ 
1. A shingle having straight parallel transverse 

edges and parallel angular shaped forward and 
rear edges, the width of said shingle being ap 
proximately equal to its length, said shingle hav 
ing a slit extending inward from one transverse 
edge thereof, said slit beginning at a point on the 
transverse edge in line with the remote side of 
the forward edge. 

2. A shingle having straight parallel trans 
verse edges of equal length, and angular-shaped 
parallel forward and rear edges each compris 

' ing two‘ sides of equal length, said shingle hav 
ing a slit in one transverse edge adjacent the 
forward edge thereof, said slit beginning at a point 
on the transverse edge in line with the remote 
side of the. forward edge and extending inward 
parallel to the near side of the forward edge. 

3. A'flexible shingle having straight parallel 
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transverse edges of equal length, and angular 
shaped parallel forward and rear edges, each of 
said forward and rear edges being constituted of 
angularly disposed portions of unequal length,said 
shingle having a slit in one transverse edge ad 
jacent the forward edge thereof, said slit ex 
tending inward in line with the remote side of the 
forward edge. 

4. A roof construction comprising shingles laid 
in general alignment adjacent each other in 
courses with the lateral edge of one shingle over 
lapping the lateral edge of a shingle laid adjacent 
thereto in the course, said shingles each having an 
edge to be exposed formed with a, serrated outline, 
the portions of said outline adjacent the lateral 
edges of the shingle being symmetrical about a 
line in the shingle extending in the same general 
direction as the lateral edges of the shingle, said 
symmetrical portions of said outline in the same 
shingle not being in alignment with each other, 
said shingles being tilted in the course to position 
said symmetrical portion adjacent the under 
lapped lateral edge of the laterally underlapped 
shingle in spaced relation in the direction trans 
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verse to the course to the symmetrical portion ad- 75 



Jacent the overlapping lateral edge of the lateral 
ly overlapping shingle. ' a 

5. A roof construction comprising'a plurality of 
rooting elements having lateral edges generally 
like-extending and having an edge extending , 
transversely of the direction 01' said lateral edges,v 
said transverse edge of said elements being formed 
with the portions thereof which respectively are 
adjacent said lateral edges of the element extend 
ing at an angle to each other, said elements being 
arranged in courses with a lateral edge of one 
element overlapping upon the element laid ad 
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jacent in the course, said elements being posi 
tioned in the course with the transverse edge 
thereof extending generally in the direction of the 
line of the course but with the dimension thereof 
whichis like-extending with said lateral edges ex 
tending at an angle other than a right angle to the 
direction of the course and at such an angle as to 
space in the direction transversely of the course 
said portions 01? adjacent elements which respec 
tively are adjacent the overlapping lateral edges 10. 
of said adJacent elements. 

HENRY H. BAILEY. 


